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couples on the dance floor. This can’t be planned
and every professional dancer needs to master
those adjustments.”
What is the deepest emotion that you have
experienced on the dance floor?
— “Each time you experience a new positive
feeling on the dance floor, you remember it for a
very long time. You try to repeat it at the next
competition and at the same time you look for the
next level of new feelings. It is important to
generate these new feelings. If it were always the
same excitement, dancing would become dull.
Every couple at each development stage in their
career should feel something new, some new
excitement.”
Do you feel like an actor on the dance floor ?
— “I think we are actors when we dance. But we
are also producers. At a certain level of your
career you are finding your own trademark, your
own style and then you become a producer and
an actor at the same time. You know how you
want to look on the floor, you are aware of your
strong sides, and what you can do best with your
body and your emotions.
Our trademark was creativity and looking natural
on the floor - truthfulness.
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We also had to work on combining our very
different personalities. Donatas has a colourful
personality, very extroverted. I am more
introverted. It took many years for me to find
how I should be feeling and how I should be
acting on the floor to show my personality. I
needed to stay myself on the floor and other
people should see me in the way that I am.
Sometimes I was trying to exaggerate some big
emotions, but that did not really work for me. So I
just try to be myself, how I am in life but I learned
how to show it in my dancing. I am calm and
elegant in life and that is also me on the dance
floor.”
Do you feel differently when dancing the
different dances ?
— “Yes, we try to find different inspirations for
the dances. We get inspirations from creating our
shows. They allow us to choose the music and to
go deeply into each dance. It is easier to find what
you want to demonstrate from the dance.
For tango, for example, we took lessons of
Argentine tango and afterwards our tango
improved considerably. We understood how we
wanted to look on the floor. Before our tango was
a sharp and quick dance. But after the
Argentinian tango lessons we discovered the
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4
Slowfox

“Look for calm, but through balance, not by standing
still.”
– Friedrich Schiller

I

T

he slowfox, or slow foxtrot, emerged in the
1920s from the foxtrot in the United States.
At its inception, the foxtrot was danced to
ragtime music, which became popular during the
first two decades of the twentieth century.
Ragtime is a musical genre that emerged in the
United States at the very end of the nineteenth
century. It has its origins in African-American
communities in places such as St. Louis on the
banks of the Mississippi river in Missouri,
Louisville in Kentucky, or Nashville in Tennesse.
The music style is a synthesis between European
classical music, particularly march music, and
African polyrhythm and syncopation giving the
music style its characteristic "ragged" rhythm.
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7
Samba

“To burn with desire and keep quiet about it is the
greatest punishment we can bring on ourselves.”
― Federico García Lorca

I

S

amba dates back to the early 1920s and
evolved from the maxixe and the earlier
lundu dance. It shares roots with the batuque, a
group dance performed in circles or in double
lines, that developed in Cape Verde.
The lundu pioneered the introduction of African
musical traits into urban Brazilian music. It is one
of the oldest Brazilian dance styles that appeared
around 1780 and continued to be popular until
the early twentieth century. The dance was
brought to Brazil by Bantu populations from
Angola and surrounding areas.
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ONCE ON A DANCE FLOOR
Ballroom Dance Moods

Ballroom dancing evokes joy, fantasies and
glamour for millions of people around the
world.
Viennese waltz, cha cha cha, slowfox, rumba,
tango, samba, waltz, paso doble, quickstep and
jive.
Each dance arouses different feelings, different
emotions – different moods.
This book takes you on a journey around the
world exploring the origins of these dances.
Discover also unique insights and ballroom
shivers from the world’s best Standard and
Latin American dancers and coaches.
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